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Hollow cathode glow discharge in He: Monte Carlo–Fluid model combined
with a transport model for the metastable atoms

N. Baguer,a) A. Bogaerts, and R. Gijbels
Department of Chemistry, University of Antwerp (UIA), Universiteitsplein 1,
B-2610 Wilrijk-Antwerp, Belgium

~Received 20 February 2002; accepted 10 September 2002!

A hollow cathode discharge~HCD! in He is studied based on a Monte Carlo–fluid hybrid model
combined with a transport model for metastable He atoms. The Monte Carlo model describes the
movement of fast electrons as particles, while in the fluid model, the slow electrons and positive
ions are treated as a continuum. The continuity equations are solved together with the Poisson
equation in order to obtain a self-consistent electric field. The He metastable transport model
considers various production and loss mechanisms for He metastable atoms. These three models are
run iteratively until convergence is reached. Typical results are, among others, the excitation and
ionization rates, the electron, ion, and metastable densities and fluxes, the electric field, and potential
distribution. The relative importance of different processes determining the metastable density in a
He HCD is analyzed, as well as the role of He metastable atoms and He ions on the secondary
electron emission at the cathode. Calculation results are compared with experimental data for the
same discharge conditions, and good agreement was obtained. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1518784#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cylindrical hollow cathode discharge is a type
glow discharge in which the cathode is wrapped onto itsel
form a hollow cylinder, hence the negative glow and catho
fall region are surrounded by cathode surface.1,2 The anode
~or anodes! is placed mostly at the ends of the cathode c
inder and can be chosen in different shapes, such as a d
ring, a cylinder, etc. If the distance between the anode
cathode is larger than the cathode region@i.e., cathode dark
space~CDS! plus negative glow~NG!# for a given pressure
a positive column can be formed.3 Due to its special geomet
ric configuration, almost all ions that are created in the N
can hit the cathode surface, contributing to the emission
secondary electrons from the cathode. These electrons, b
accelerated in the CDS, can use all their energy for ion
tion and excitation collisions with the gas atoms and
sputtered cathode material. Moreover, some of these e
trons can penetrate into the CDS opposite to the cathod
their origin and cause ionization collisions there, that is, th
can oscillate between opposite cathode surfaces~‘‘pendulum
effect’’!.4–6 As a consequence, the ionization and excitat
rates in the CDS and in the NG are enhanced. This enha
ment is most evident when the NG regions from facing ca
ode surfaces overlap, giving rise to a large increase in
current density and light intensity, which is called the ‘‘ho
low cathode effect.’’7–9

HCDs are being used in a wide variety of applicati
fields, such as plasma processing~ion etching, thin film
deposition, surface treatment!,10 lasers11–13and spectroscopic
analysis.14–18 To improve the results in these applicatio
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fields, it is important to understand the different mechanis
involved in the discharge. This can be achieved by numer
modeling. In this work we present a model for He ions a
electrons, as well as for metastable He atoms.

The general processes that determine He metast
atom density in a He discharge were first studied
Ebbinghaus.19 Since then many papers have been publish
in which the metastables are being studied either experim
tally ~using atomic absorption spectroscopy,20,21 plasma in-
duced emission spectroscopy,22 Doppler shift Fourier trans-
form spectroscopy,23 etc.!, as well as theoretically~the
transport of metastable atoms is described by contin
equations, yielding the metastable density!.24,25 The meta-
stable population in He was studied, experimentally and w
the use of balance equations, in various kinds of dischar
including afterglow discharges,26–28dc,29 rf30 and HCDs.31,32

Studies have also been performed with respect to the rol
metastables in a glow discharge with formation of a posit
column.33,34

In the present article, we analyze the role of the me
stables in a HCD, using a metastable transport model, wh
is combined with a Monte Carlo and a fluid model for ele
trons and He ions. A similar combination of models has be
applied in the literature for the simulation of glow discharg
with planar cathode, both for a dc glow discharge in Ar35 and
for an rf discharge in various gases.25 The advantage of this
procedure is that it allows us to follow the influence of t
metastable atoms on the electron energy distribution, the
ization rates, the ion and electron densities, etc. and, on
other hand, to explore how these parameters can influe
the metastable density. Moreover, as will be shown late
appeared necessary to include the He metastables in
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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model, in order to account for sufficient ionization in th
plasma.

Our calculation results will be compared with expe
mental data36 obtained for the same discharge geometry a
conditions, as well as with reported data in the literature

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Assumptions of the model

The discharge gas was assumed to be helium at r
temperature and uniformly distributed throughout the d
charge. The plasma species considered in the model are:
tral ground state and metastable He atoms, positive
(He1), and electrons. The electrons are split up in t
groups: the fast electrons, with high enough energies to ca
inelastic collisions, and the slow electrons.37 The two meta-
stables levels of He, the triplet 23S and singlet 21S meta-
stable levels lying at 19.82 and 20.61 eV above the gro
state, respectively, have been combined into one collec
level lying at 19.82 eV. This assumption was made beca
for our purpose only the total metastable density is imp
tant. It is found in the literature that the triplet state has
higher density than the singlet state, because the sin
metastables are converted into the triplet metastables by
perelastic collisions with slow electrons in the NG; hen
the population of the 21S metastable level is typically aroun
20% of that of the 23S metastable level.25,27,30

The hybrid model presented here is a combination
three models:

~i! A Monte Carlo model for the fast electrons in th
whole discharge,

~ii ! a fluid model for the He ions in the entire dischar
and for the slow electrons in the NG~indeed the slow
electrons are present only in the NG, because in
CDS they always gain energy from the electric fie
so that they become fast again!, and

~iii ! a transport model for He metastable atoms.

In the following, these three different models will b
described.

B. Monte Carlo model

The Monte Carlo~MC! model simulates the trajectorie
and collisions of electrons emitted by the cathode as wel
the ones created within the discharge gap by ionization.38–41

The electrons move under the influence of a spatially dep
dent electric field through a gas of neutral atoms, assume
be at rest in comparison with the high speed of the electro
The position at which the secondary electrons are eje
from the cathode walls is determined based on the distr
tion of the ion and metastable fluxes to the walls@obtained
from the fluid and metastable model, respectively~see Sec.
II C and II D!#. The electrons are assumed to be emitted
the forward direction with an initial energy of 4 eV.4 During
each time-step, the trajectory of the electrons is calcula
with Newton’s-laws:
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X5X01V0xDt2
1

2m
Efr cosaDt2,

Vx5V0x2
1

m
Efr cosaDt,

Y5Y01V0yDt2
1

2m
Efr sinaDt2,

Vy5Y0y2
1

m
Efr sinaDt,

z5Z01V0zDt2
1

2m
EfzDt2, Vz5V0z2

1

m
EfzDt,

whereEfz andEfr are the axial and radial electric field,a is
the azimuthal angle of the radial position,m is the electron
mass,Dt is the time interval, andX,Y,Z(Vx ,Vy ,Vz) andX0 ,
Y0 , Z0 (V0x ,V0y ,V0z), are the positions~and velocities! af-
ter and beforeDt, respectively.

The probability of collision during the time ste
Dt is calculated by: P512exp$2Ds@nHe( js j (e)
1nHems ion(e)#%, where Ds is the distance traveled by a
electron with energye during the intervalDt, nHe andnHem

are the density of the He atoms in the ground and metast
state, respectively.s j (e) ands ion(e) are the electron impac
cross sections of thej collisions with He atoms in the groun
state~elastic, excitation, and ionization! and of the ionization
collision with He atoms in the metastable state, respectiv
The cross section for electron impact ionization and exc
tion from the He ground state and for elastic collision w
He ground state atoms are adopted from Phelps,42 whereas
the cross section for electron impact ionization from the
metastable level is taken from Katoet al.43 The calculated
collision probability is compared with a random numb
(r n), uniformly distributed in the interval between 0 and 1.
r n,P, a collision occurs. To determine the kind of collisio
a secondr n is generated and compared with the relati
probability of each collision. Moreover, electron impact e
citation from the He ground state to the He metastable le
is explicitly taken into account. That is, if an excitation co
lision happens, the relative probability of the excitation
the metastable state to the total excitation (Pem/et) is calcu-
lated and compared with ar n ; if the r n,Pcm/ct, an excita-
tion collision to the metastable level happens. The elect
excitation cross section to the metastable level is obtai
from Fig. 8 of Ref. 44. After each collision, the new electro
energy is calculated depending on the type of the collisi
The new direction is determined by anisotropic scatteri
The scattering anglex and the azimuthal angle of scatterin
f are calculated using twor n and the differential angula
cross sections~e, x! in the same way, as described in Re
45. From x and f the new axial and azimuthal velocit
angles are found by transformation of the coordinate fra
of reference.45

This procedure of following the electrons with Newton
laws and describing their collisions with cross sections a
r n is repeated until the electrons collide at the anodes, wh
they can be absorbed, reflected, or produce secondary
tron emission, or until the electrons are transferred to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Production and loss processes considered in the model.

Production processes Rates or rates coefficie

He1ef→Hem1ef electron-impact excitation Sexc @calculated in MC#
He112e→Hem1e dielectronic recombination krec56.0310220 cm6 s21 a

Loss processes

Hem1ef→He112ef electron-impact ionization Sion @calculated in MC#
Hem1e→He1e1hn de-excitation kdexc54.231029 cm3 s21 a

Hem1Hem→He11He1ef metastable–metastable collision kmet51.531029 cm3 s21 a

Hem1He→He1He two-body collision k2B56.0310215 cm3 s21 b

Hem12He→He2* 1He three-body collision k3B52.5310234 cm6 s21 b

Diffusion to the walls, followed by de-excitation at the walls DHem5470 cm2 s21 b

aTaken from Ref. 28.
bTaken from Ref. 27.
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slow group, which happens when the sum of their kinetic a
potential energy drops below the ionization energy of
combined He metastable level, that is at energies less
4.77 eV. Indeed, electrons with lower energy are not able
produce inelastic collisions, and can therefore better be
scribed with a fluid model.

C. Fluid model

In the fluid model, the charged particles are conside
in hydrodynamic equilibrium with the electric field, and the
can be treated as a continuum. They are described with
continuity equations for ions and slow electrons@Eqs. ~1!
and~2!, respectively# and with transport equations~based on
diffusion and migration! for ions and slow electrons@Eqs.~3!
and ~4!, respectively#. In order to obtain a self-consisten
electric field, these equations are coupled with the Pois
equation@Eq. ~5!#. Because of the cylindrical symmetry o
the discharge cell~see below!, the fluid model is developed
in cylindrical coordinates.
Continuity equation for ions;

]nHe1

]t
1“• jHe15SHe1, ~1!

Continuity equation for slow electrons;

]ne

]t
1“• je5Sslow, ~2!

Flux equation for ions;

jHe152nHe1mHe1“V2DHe1“nHe1, ~3!

Flux equation for slow electrons;

j c5neme“V2De“ne , ~4!

Poisson equation;

¹2V52
e

e0
~nHe12ne!, ~5!

whereSHe1 andSslow are the source terms obtained as out
from the Monte Carlo model, representing the number
ions and slow electrons, respectively created per unit volu
and per unit time.DHe1 andDc are the ion and slow electro
diffusion coefficients, respectivelymHe1 and mc are the ion
and slow electron mobilities, respectively,ni andne are the
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ion and slow electron densities, respectively,jHe1 and je are
the ion and slow electron fluxes, respectively, andV is the
electric potential. The values formHe1 and me were taken
from Ward,46 the value ofDHe1 was adopted from Deloche
et al.,28 and De was chosen to be equal tome upon the as-
sumption that the characteristic energy of the slow electr
was constant47–49 and equal to 1 eV. This value was chos
based on the measurements of the electron energy dist
tion function in a cylindrical HCD in He, for which the av
erage energy of the electrons was found to be 1.2 eV a
Torr.50 As a consequence of this approximation, some para
eters of the discharge that depend directly on the elec
temperature, such as the electron density in the NG, will
accurately be calculated, but for the correct description of
CDS, its length, the current voltage characteristic, etc.,
most important parameter to be calculated should be the
ization rate, especially by fast electrons, which is calcula
in the MC model.51 On the other hand, with this approxima
tion the model is less complicated, because one does
have to solve the energy equation in the fluid model and
can obtain the energy distribution function for the fast ele
trons in the MC model.

The previous set of equations is solved with the follo
ing boundary conditions:
~i! at the cathode:V52discharge voltage, ne50,
¹nHe150.
~ii ! at the anodes:V50, ne50, ¹nHe150.

The system of equations is solved numerically followi
the procedure developed by Passchier and Goedheer.52,53

D. Metastable atom transport model

The behavior of the metastable atoms is also descri
by a continuity and a transport equation in which the flux
only determined by diffusion.27,28,35The different production
and loss processes considered in the model are summa
in Table I.

Electron impact excitation of the metastables to high
radiating states is not included as a loss channel becaus
radiation trapping, that is, most of the electrons excited fr
the metastables to the radiating states come back to the m
stable level due to reabsorption of the emitted light fro
transition to the ground state.28,30,33Taking into account the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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production and loss processes summarized in Table I, the
metastable atoms are described with the following continu
equation:

]nHem

]t
2DHem¹2nHem5Sprod2Sloss, ~6!

where

Sprod5Sexc1krec@ne#
2nHe1,

Sprod5Sion1kdexonHemne12kmet@nHem#2

1k2BnHemnHe1k3BnHem@nHe#
2.

Equation ~6! is discretized and solved with the Thom
algorithm,54 assuming as boundary conditionnHem50 ~the
same at anodes and cathode!.

E. Coupling of the models

The coupling of the models is illustrated in Fig. 1 and
explained as follows:

First, the MC model is run, assuming a linearly decre
ing electric field in the CDS and a zero electric field in t
NG, uniform ion and metastable fluxes to the cathode wa
and a secondary electron emission coefficient~g!, equal to
0.3,55,56 which was used only for the first iteration.~For the
further iterations it was calculated in each fluid cycle of t
model, see below!. In this work theg coefficient could not be
calculated directly in the MC model as it was done in Ref.45,
because here, together with the He ions, the metastable
atoms also play an important role in the electron emiss
from the cathode surface. Output of the MC model used
input in the fluid model includes the ion production rate d
to the electron impact ionization~from the ground and meta
stable states! and the slow electron creation rate. The outp
of the MC model used for the metastable model is the p
duction rate of the metastable atoms due to electron im
excitation from the ground state, as well as the loss rate
the metastables due to electron impact ionization.

Second, the He metastable model is run with product
and loss rates from the MC model. The output of this mo

FIG. 1. Flowchart of the hybrid model.
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includes the ion production rate due to metastab
metastable collisions, which is used in the fluid model,
well as the density of the metastable level and the flux
metastable atoms bombarding the cathode, which are
used in the MC model~to determine the electron impac
ionization rate from the metastable level and the second
electron emission at the cathode due to metastables, res
tively!.

Next, the fluid model is run with the above source term
both from the MC and the metastable model. This yields
ion and electron densities and fluxes, the electric field,
ion flux toward the cathode, andg. Theg coefficient is cal-
culated based on the condition for the current balance at
cathode surface,3 g5I D/I 121, where I D is the total dis-
charge current and theI 1 is the ion current to the cathod
surface. The electric field, the ions flux to the cathode, ang
will be used as input for the MC model. The ion and electr
densities are used in the metastable model to calculate
tain production and loss rates, which are not provided fr
the MC model.

The above three models are run iteratively until conv
gence is reached. The latter is determined by the differe
in the total current to the anode in two successive iteratio
which should be below 1%. Typically, 7 to 10 iterations we
carried out before convergence was reached. The total
rent to the cathode was not taken as a criterion of conv
gence, because the difference between two successive
tions was already below 1% after a few iterations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometry and discharge conditions

The calculated results are illustrated here for the sa
geometry and discharge conditions as used in the exp
ments reported in Ref. 36, in order to allow the best co
parison between calculated and measured data.

The electrodes of the discharge are schematically ill
trated in Fig. 2. The hollow cathode is a nickel cylinder wi
6 cm length and 3 cm inner diameter, open at both ends.
anodes are rings, with 2.4 cm inner diameter, also mad
nickel and located at both ends of the cathode at a distanc
2.8 cm. The discharge conditions assumed in the model
also taken from the experiments, i.e., the gas pressure
Torr, the discharge current ranges from 2 to 6 mA and
discharge voltage between 158 and 170 V is applied to
cathode, whereas the anodes are grounded.

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the cell geometry assumed in the mode
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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B. Collision rates

The calculated electron impact excitation rate to
metastable level is presented in Fig. 3, at a current of
mA, a voltage of 165 V, and a pressure of 1 Torr. Figure
shows the calculated total ionization rate~a!, as well as the
contributions by electron impact ionization from He grou
state atoms~b! and from the He metastable level~c!, and by
ionization due to the metastable–metastable collisions~d!,
under the same conditions as in Fig. 3. The thick black li
from z52.8 cm toz58.8 cm represent the hollow cathod
whereas the anode rings are located atz50 cm and z
511.6 cm~i.e., the borders of the figure!.

It appears from these figures that the maximum of
excitation and ionization rates occurs in the NG, more s
cifically at the discharge center~both in axial and radial di-
rection!. Moreover, a second maximum is also observed
the cylinder axis, but in the region between cathode and
ode ~here termed as anode region! for the electron impact
excitation rate to the metastable level~see Fig. 3! and for the
ionization rate due to metastable–metastable collisions@see
Fig. 4~d!#. Especially for the electron impact excitation ra
to the metastable level, the maximum in the anode regio
nearly equal to the maximum at the discharge center, as
lows from Fig. 3. Keeping in mind that this process is t
main source for the production of metastables~indeed,
electron–ion recombination is found to be negligible at pr
sures below 4 Torr!,28,32 it will yield a metastable density in
the anode region comparable in magnitude to the metast
density at the discharge center~see Sec. II C!. Hence, this
will give the profile with a second maximum in the ano
region for the metastable–metastable collision rate, a
shown in Fig. 4~d!.

As far as the total ionization rate in the discharge
concerned, it appears to reach a maximum only in the c
ode region~the discharge cavity inside the cathode cylind
from z52.8 to 8.8 cm! @see Fig. 4~a!#. The reason is tha
electron impact ionization from the He ground state is
dominant ionization mechanism in the discharge@see Fig.
4~b!#. The latter ionization mechanism is not only importa
in the NG, but also in the CDS, where 44% of the electr
impact ionization takes place, according to our model cal

FIG. 3. Calculated two-dimensional electron impact excitation rate to
He metastable level throughout the discharge at a pressure of 1 Torr a
current of 4.5 mA. The hollow cathode is represented by the thick bl
lines fromz52.8 cm toz58.8 cm, whereas the anode rings are located
z50 cm andz511.6 cm.
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lations. The importance of electron impact ionization in t
CDS of a HCD at pressures around 1 Torr was also obse
in our previous work.45 Compared to electron impact ioniza
tion from the He ground state, ionization due to metastab
metastable collisions@Fig. 4~d!# is the second in importance
but it is more confined to the cylinder axis. Electron impa
ionization from the He metastable level, on the other hand
clearly of minor importance at the conditions under stu
Integrated over the total discharge volume, the relative c
tributions of electron impact ionization from the groun
state, ionization due to metastable–metastable collisions,
electron impact ionization from the He metastable lev
were calculated to be 81%, 18%, and 1%, respectively, at
conditions under study~see above!. With decreasing current
the role of electron impact ionization from the He grou

e
d a
k
t

FIG. 4. Calculated two-dimensional ionization rates throughout the
charge at a pressure of 1 Torr and a current of 4.5 mA:~a! total ionization
rate,~b! electron impact ionization rate of He ground state atoms,~c! elec-
tron impact ionization rate of He metastable atoms, and~d! ionization rate
due to metastable–metastable collisions.
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state becomes even more dominant; for example, at 2
the relative contribution was calculated to be almost 86
Electron impact ionization from the He metastable level,
the other hand, becomes then almost negligible~calculated to
be 0.2% at 2 mA!.

Figure 5~a! illustrates the calculated electron impact e
citation rates to the He metastable level atz55.8 cm~at the
discharge center in the axial direction!, as a function of radial
position, at three different currents. As expected, the exc
tion rate increases with rising current. The shape of
curves is quite similar, with a maximum at the cylinder ax
This means that for the three conditions investigated, the
regions of the two opposite cathode walls overlap, that is
HC effect is present. The shapes of the three curves are c
pared in more detail in Fig. 5~b!, which shows the normal
ized excitation rates. It appears that the excitation rate
more peaked at the discharge center at the lowest cu
investigated. In other words, the CDS is somewhat large
the lowest current, as is expected.3,57 In Fig. 5~c! the normal-
ized light intensity distributions are plotted as a function
radial position~again atz55.8 cm), at the three differen
currents, for the linel5501.6 nm, corresponding to th
transition from 31P to 2 1S, as measured in Ref. 36. Exa
comparison between Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! is not possible, be-
cause our calculation results show the excitation rate to
He metastable level, whereas the experimental light inten
originates from another excited level. However, the lat
still reflects the electron impact excitation rate.45,58,59 It is
clear that the same behavior is observed in both calcul
and measured results. Indeed, Fig. 5~c! shows that the light
intensity distribution is also somewhat more peaked at
cylinder axis, that is the CDS extends to slightly further d
tances from the cathode walls, at the lowest current of 2 m
which is in accordance with our calculation results.

C. Electron, ion, and metastable densities

Figure 6 presents the calculated two-dimensional den
profiles of ~a! electrons,~b! He ions, and~c! He metastable
atoms at a current of 4.5 mA. Whereas the electron and
ion densities reach a maximum only within the HC regio
the He metastable density is characterized by a second m
mum outside the HC region, that is, in the so-called an
region, as was predicted by the shape of the electron im
excitation rate~see Sec. III B!. When comparing the absolut
values of the densities, it appears that the He metast
atom density is about one order of magnitude higher than
He ion and electron densities, at the current of 4.5 mA. T
metastable density changes only slightly with variation of
current, that is the maximum value varies from 1
31011 cm23 at 2 mA, over 2.831011 cm23 at 4.5 mA, to
3.831011 cm23 at 6 mA. The electron and He ion densitie
on the other hand, are more dependent on current~see be-
low!. Therefore, the ratio of He metastable to He ion
electron densities is higher at lower current. For example
2 mA, the He metastable atom density at the discharge ce
was calculated to be 30 times higher than the electron and
ion densities, whereas it was only 7 times higher at 6 mA
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Figure 7 illustrates the calculated electron densities az
55.8 cm, as a function of radial position, at the three c
rents under study~a!, in comparison to the measured da
~b!, from Ref. 36. The calculated electron densities appea
be somewhat higher, and they rise more uniformly with

FIG. 5. Radial profiles atz55.8 cm for 1 Torr and three different currents
~a! calculated electron impact excitation rates to the He metastable leve~b!
normalized calculated electron impact excitation rates to the He metas
level, and~c! normalized measured light intensity distribution for the H
line at 501.6 nm.36
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creasing current, in comparison with the experimental d
~where the difference between 4.5 and 6 mA was found to
very small!. This difference between the calculated and e
perimental value of the electron density may be a direct c
sequence of the assumption of constant electron temper
in the simulations. Nevertheless, keeping in mind that b
calculations and measurements are subject to uncertain
the agreement is already quite satisfactory, because both
culated and measured densities are in the same order of
nitude, and show the same radial dependence.

Concerning the importance of the different processes
termining the metastable density, it was found for the con
tions under study that the production occurs almost co
pletely by electron impact excitation, and that electron–
recombination is negligible. Indeed, as reported from m
surements in Ref. 32, recombination becomes only impor
for the production of He metastable at pressures abov
Torr. As far as the loss of metastables is concerned, diffus
and subsequent de-excitation at the walls is most signific
~the relative contribution, integrated over the entire discha
region, is calculated to be 60% at 4.5 mA!, followed by
metastable–metastable collisions~28%! and two-body colli-
sions with He ground state atoms~8%!. The other loss pro-
cesses considered in the model are found to be negligib

FIG. 6. Calculated two-dimensional density profiles throughout the
charge at a pressure of 1 Torr and a current of 4.5 mA, for the~a! slow
electrons,~b! the ions, and~c! the He metastable atoms.
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the conditions under study. At decreasing current, the role
diffusion becomes even more important, with a calcula
contribution of 76% at 2 mA.

Because of the high He metastable atom density co
pared to the He ion and electron densities, it is expected
the flux of metastable atoms to the cathode walls play
important role in secondary electron emission.27 Indeed, the
metastable atom flux to the cathode walls is about 15% of
total flux ~ion plus metastable! at 6 mA, and this value in-
creases with decreasing current, 17% at 4.5 mA, and 20%
2 mA. If we consider that the electron emission yield due
the He metastables is comparable in magnitude to the He
induced emission yield, as was measured by Hasted,60 the
role of He metastables in secondary electron emission
flects the contribution to the total flux, and hence is not n
ligible. As appears from above, it increases slightly with d
creasing current. The same tendency was observed for tg
coefficient: atI 56, 4.5, and 2 mA,g was equal to 0.32, 0.38
and 0.44, respectively. As was said earlier theg coefficient
calculated in this work reflects the total contribution of t
ions and metastable atoms in the emission of secondary e
trons from the cathode surface. Indeed, in the fluid mod
where it was calculated, the source terms of the continu
equations include the collision rates due to the fast elec
impact ionization with He atoms in ground and metasta
states~calculated in the MC cycle of the model!, and the
ionization due to collisions between pairs of metastable
atoms~calculated in the metastable cycle of the model!. We
can then guess that theg increment at low currents is relate
to the increased efficiency of the metastable atoms in rel
ing electrons from the cathode surface; this can compen
to some degree for the drop in the relative contribution
ionization ~i.e., electron multiplication in the discharge! by
metastable–metastable collisions at lower currents~see Sec.
III B !.

-

FIG. 7. Radial dependence of the slow electron density atz55.8 cm for a
pressure of 1 Torr and three different currents:~a! calculated results and~b!
experimental data obtained from Ref. 36.
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In general, it can be concluded that the role of He me
stables in the production of electrons and ions~and hence
electrical current!, both with respect to secondary electro
emission and to ionization in the plasma, is not negligible
the He HCD for the conditions under study. In fact, we fou
that it was necessary to include the He metastable atom
our model, in order to account for sufficient electron and
production, and hence to calculate an electrical curren
correspondence to the experimental values.

D. Potential and electric field distribution

The two-dimensional electric potential distributio
throughout the discharge is depicted in Fig. 8. The two ch
acteristic regions in the HCD, the CDS and NG, can
clearly distinguished. It is interesting to notice that the eq
potential lines in the CDS are concave within the HC regi
whereas they are convex outside this region. In this way, t
will focus the electrons inside the HC region toward the d
charge center, and outside this region toward the cente
the anode rings. It is clear that the potential in the C
changes rapidly from2165 V at the cathode walls to abou
220 V at about 5 mm from the cathode, that is, at t
CDS–NG interface. In the NG, no field reversal is observ
the plasma potential remains negative and it is rather c
stant~varying from220 V at the CDS–NG interface to211
V at the discharge center!. Indeed, there is no need for th
plasma potential to become positive in order to guarantee
discharge current balance,45 as is the case in other kinds o
glow discharges. In Ref. 61 it is argued that the field reve
appears in order to decrease the loss of fast electrons to
anode, and in Ref. 62 it was mentioned that if almost
positive ions flow to the cathode, and if this is compensa
by a flux of electrons to the anode, no field reversal is n
essary. Both conditions are fulfilled in a cylindrical HCD
that is due to its geometry, the positive ions in the NG w
diffuse radially to the NG–CDS interface, while the slo
electrons, which are trapped radially, will flow in the axi
direction to the anodes~only the slow electrons are trapped!.
The radial current~to the cathode! will be carried mainly by
the ions, while the axial current~to the anodes! will be due
mainly to the slow electrons, that is, the ion and elect
fluxes occur preferentially in different directions. The loss
fast electrons to the anode is reduced, because the fast

FIG. 8. Calculated two-dimensional potential distribution throughout
discharge at a pressure of 1 Torr and a current of 4.5 mA.
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trons can oscillate between the opposite CDS~pendulum ef-
fect!, releasing their energy inside the cathode cavity by
elastic collisions.

Figure 9 shows the calculated radial profiles, atz
55.8 cm, of the~a! electric potential and~b! radial electric
field, at the three different currents under study. Also illu
trated in these figures are the corresponding measured
ues, as obtained from Refs. 36 and 63. Very good agreem
is reached between calculated and measured data, both
respect to the length of the CDS~cf. the change in gradient in
potential and electric field distribution! and to the value of
the plasma potential in the NG. The latter is found to
negative and of similar magnitude in both calculated a
measured results. Moreover, it becomes slightly more ne
tive with decreasing current.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A hybrid model, consisting of a MC model for the fa
electrons, a fluid model for the slow electrons and He io
and a transport model for the He metastable atoms, has
developed for a He HCD. Typical calculation results, such
the excitation and ionization rates, the plasma species de
ties, and the potential and electric field distribution, are illu

e

FIG. 9. Radial profiles of the~a! calculated electric potential and~b! radial
electric field distribution, atz55.8 cm for a pressure of 1 Torr at thre
different currents,~curves!, compared with experimental data obtained fro
Refs. 36 and 63~symbols!.
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trated, and compared with available experimental data36,63

for the same cell geometry and discharge conditions,
check the validity of the calculations.

It was found that the excitation and ionization rates,
well as the plasma species densities, reach a maximum a
discharge center, both in axial direction~in the middle of the
HC region, atz55.8 cm) and in radial direction~at the cyl-
inder axis!. The He metastable atoms also reach, howeve
second maximum outside the HC region, that is, in the
gion between HC and anode rings. The reason is that
dominant production mechanism of the He metastables, e
tron impact excitation to the metastable level, also reach
second maximum in this region.

The calculated He metastable atom density was foun
be an order of magnitude higher than the calculated elec
and He ion densities at the intermediate current of 4.5 m
Consequently, the role of He metastable atoms is clearly
negligible at the conditions under study, both with respec
secondary electron emission at the cathode walls, and to
ization in the plasma, by metastable–metastable collisio
The latter process typically accounts for about 20% to
total ionization in the HCD, according to our model calcu
tions. Therefore, it was found that including the He me
stables in the model was necessary to be able to repro
the experimental electrical current values.

Finally, the comparison made with the experimental d
of Refs. 36 and 63, for the electrical current, and the rad
profiles of electron density, potential, and radial electric fi
~including the value of the plasma potential and the C
length!, shows that the model presents a realistic picture
the He HCD.
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